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Abstract: Understanding the spatial pattern of human fishing activity is very important for fisheries
resource monitoring and spatial management. The environmental preferences of tropical tuna purse
seine fleet in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (WCPO) were constructed and compared at
different spatial scales based on the fishing effort (FE) data from the available automatic identification
system (AIS) and commercial fishery data compiled from the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Commission (WCPFC), using maximum entropy (MaxEnt) methods. The MaxEnt models were fitted
with FE and commercial fishery data and remote sensing environmental data. Our results showed
that the area under the curve (AUC) value each month based on the commercial fishery data (1◦)
and FE at 0.25◦ and 0.5◦ spatial scales was greater than 0.8. The AUC values each month based on
the FE data at a 1◦ scale ranged from 0.775 to 0.829. The AUC values based on commercial fishing
data at the 1◦ scale were comparable to the model results based on FE data at the 0.5◦ scale and
inferior to the model results based on FE data at the 0.25◦ scales. Overall, the sea surface temperature
(SST), temperature at 100 metres (T100), oxygen concentration at 100 metres (O100) and total primary
production (PP) had the greatest influence on the distribution of the purse seine tuna fleet. The
oxygen concentration at 200 metres (O200), distance to shore (DSH), dissolved oxygen (Dox), EKE,
mixed layer depth (Mld), sea surface salinity (SSS), salinity at 100 metres (S100) and salinity at
200 metres (S200) had moderate influences, and other environmental variables had little influence.
The suitable habitat areas varied in response to environmental conditions. The purse seine tuna fleet
was mostly present at locations where the SST, T100, O100, O200 and PP were 28–30 ◦C, 27–29 ◦C,
150–200 mmol/m3 and 5–10 mg/m−3, respectively. The MaxEnt models enable the integration
of AIS data and high-resolution environmental data from satellite remote sensing to describe the
spatiotemporal distribution of the tuna purse seine fishery and the influence of environmental
variables on the distribution, and can provide forecasts for fishing ground distributions based on
future remote sensing environmental data.

Keywords: tuna purse seine fleet; fishing vessel trajectory; automatic identification system; commer-
cial fishery data; MaxEnt; spatiotemporal

1. Introduction

Tuna is important economic species in marine fishery resources and plays an important
role in marine ecosystems. Understanding the distribution of tuna fishery resources could
help to protect and sustainably utilize tuna fishery resources. Marine environmental factors
are important external factors that affect tuna habitat and distribution, and there are many
reports on the distribution of tuna and its relationship to environmental variables [1–5].
In previous studies, analyses of fishery conditions in fishing grounds were based on
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commercial fishing data, and prediction models were established [5]. Log data with high
temporal and spatial resolutions are confidential but fraught with uncertainty, especially in
the high seas [6], a factor which limits the results of the research. The lack of monitoring and
rational management of global marine fishery resources is confounded by the lack of data
for small-scale fisheries, and limits fully integrated ecosystem-based fisheries management
methods [7].

Recent developments in large data collected from the Automatic Identification System
(AIS) now provide dynamic vessel information, allowing the direct observation of over
70,000 industrial fishing vessels. The AIS data have been used for mapping high spatial
and temporal resolution fishing effort information and quantifying the overlap between
marine species and industrial fishing effort [8–15]. Most of the studies are retrospective and
do not capture the underlying dynamic oceanographic processes that result in the spatio-
temporal variations. Limited fisheries research on marine environments suggest that the
distribution of fishing effort (FE) is driven by environmental factors and can be projected
using species distribution models (SDM), together with information on the environment
surrounding the fishing observations [7]. This is helpful to understand how the fishing
effort may shift in the future and affect fishing communities by running models under
different climate scenarios. However, very few studies have evaluated the relationships
affecting the monthly spatio-temporal changes of tuna purse seine fishing vessels in the
western and central Pacific Ocean (WCPO), which is currently the largest tuna fishing
ground in the world and the main operating area of tuna purse seine fishing vessels [16,17].
AIS data allow us to analyse information across a variety of scales. The results based on
fishing vessel trajectory information depend on the spatial scale of analysis [18]. The proper
scale depends on the specific impact that needs to be investigated.

Understanding the spatial pattern of human fishing activity is very important for
fisheries resource monitoring and spatial management. Given the importance of tropical
tuna purse seine fishery in the WCPO, we investigate the spatial ecology and drivers of
the distribution of the tuna purse seine fishing fleet in the WCPO by developing SDM of
fishing distribution from satellite-based AIS data from GFW. SDM have been widely used
to explore the distribution of marine species related to environmental factors [19]. Among
all the SDM in marine environments, maximum entropy (MaxEnt) has been one of the
most popular modelling techniques since its appearance in 2006, and it has shown robust
predictive accuracy [19]. We constructed environmental niche models at different spatial
scales, using a MaxEnt modelling approach that relates the location of fishing events to
different environmental conditions and compares them to a set of pseudoabsence points
(areas of no observed fishing). By comparing the conditions where fishing was observed
to locations where fishing was not observed, we could decipher which environmental
conditions seem to be preferred by tuna purse seine in the WCPO at different spatial scales
and to find the proper scale based on the goodness of models. A comparison of the results
between commercial fishery data and FE was used to determine whether the EF data
could be used to understand the species environment habitat. The analysis could provide
scientific support for the use of these data by countries and Regional Fisheries Management
Organisations in fishery resource management.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. FE Data, Study Area and Commercial Fishery Data

The Global Fishing Watch (GFW) organization provides the fishing operation times
of 16 different types of fishing vessels worldwide in each grid every day from 2012 to
2020 (https://globalfishingwatch.org/, accessed on 6 January 2022). The data include date,
latitude, longitude, Maritime Mobile Service Identities (MMSIs), sailing time and fishing
time information. The spatial resolution is 0.1 degree, and the temporal resolution is in
days. The GFW fishing effort (FE) data of classified purse seine tuna fishing vessels were
considered in this paper.

https://globalfishingwatch.org/
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The GFW first processes the raw AIS data through a series of algorithms designed
to filter out corrupt or incomplete records and assigns additional information to each
AIS datum, such as the distance from shore, depth, and time since the vessel’s previous
AIS position. The data are then ready for the fishing detection model. A convolutional
neural network (CNN) model was constructed by Kroodsma et al. [11] to distinguish
all fishing positions from non-fishing positions for every AIS position, excluding squid
jigger vessels. This algorithm identifies fishing events with > 90% accuracy. The time
associated with the fishing positions is considered the apparent fishing activity. The fishing
effort in each area every day is calculated by summarizing the fishing hours for all fishing
vessels in that area. This method and its data have been applied to many research fields
(https://globalfishingwatch.org/publications/, accessed on 6 January 2022). The details of
the CNN model are described in the supplementary materials of Kroodsma et al. [11].

The time series of the vessel numbers and FE for the purse seine tuna fishery in
the WCPO from 2012 to 2020 is shown in Figure S1. The vessel number and FE for the
purse seine tuna fishery in the WCPO during 2012 to 2020 showed two distinct stages;
i.e., the accumulated FE and vessel number sharply increased from 2012 and 2015 for
more and more large vessels (>24 m) equipped with AIS devices, and then there was
oscillation during 2015 to 2020. We used the data starting from 2015 for analysis. The
traditional tuna purse seine fishing area was mainly distributed in the area of the WCPO
spanning from 130◦–150◦ W to 20◦ S–20◦ N. Figure 1 shows the spatial maps of the fishing
locations from 2015 to 2020 in this area. The tuna purse seine fishing positions were mainly
distributed near the equator in the area of 20◦ S–20◦ N. In order to spatially constrain
the pseudo-absences to waters near the presences, we defined this region (130◦–210◦ E;
20◦S–20◦ N) as the study area. In the study area, the tuna purse seine fleet mainly fished
in the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ). There are several EEZs (Howland, Baker, and
Jarvis Islands) and Marine Protected Areas (MPAs, Phoenix Islands and Pacific Remote
Islands) where fishing is prohibited (Figure S2). To avoid confounding the model, the
above areas were masked from the study area. The MPA data were downloaded from https:
//mpatlas.org/zones/ (accessed on 22 January 2022), and the EEZ data were downloaded
from https://www.marineregions.org/downloads.php (accessed on 22 January 2022).
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Figure 1. The spatial distribution of fishing locations during 2015–2020 (The red arrow points to an
empty area).

Commercial tuna purse seine fishery data in the WCPO were compiled from the
Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) (Figure S3). The data included
longitude, latitude, catches, and net times. The time resolution was one month, and the
spatial resolution was 1◦ × 1◦.
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2.2. Environmental Data

In previous studies, temperature, salinity, SSH, chlorophyll-a (Chla), dissolved oxygen
and primary production were identified as playing important roles in the spatial distri-
bution of tuna [3–5,20–23]. The daytime swimming depth of tuna detected with FADs
showed that tuna occasionally dive to approximately 100 m or deeper in the Pacific, while
most of the catch by tuna purse seines is usually from shallower (<100 m) waters (Mat-
sumoto et al., 2016). The spatial and vertical distribution of tuna relates to subsurface
environmental factors and may also have an impact on the distribution of tuna and surface
fishing vessel operations. In addition, there is a need to incorporate a third dimension
relating to the vertical positions of tuna into the models to improve the precision and
utility of the models [24,25]. Therefore, environmental variables such as water temper-
ature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll, and primary productivity at the surface
and at depths of approximately 100 m and 200 m were selected as input variables for
the model in this study. All the surface and subsurface environmental data were down-
loaded from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) website
https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=com_csw&task=results (accessed on 20
January 2022). The temperature, salinity, sea surface height, mixed layer depth, geostrophic
zonal velocity (U) and geostrophic meridional velocity (V) came from “global-analysis-
forecast-phy-001-024-monthly” product. The Dissolved Oxygen, total Chlorophyll and
total Primary Production came from “global-reanalysis-bio-001-029-monthly” product. All
the environmental factors used in this work were described in Table S1. It should be noted
that the depth of dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll, and primary productivity collection was
not at exactly 200 metres, but at an approximate depth. The time resolution was a monthly
average. The time coverage was from January 2015 to December 2020. Sea surface tempera-
ture front (SSTf), thermocline, and Eddy kinetic energy (EKE) also affect tuna distribution
and fishing vessel operations [22,26]. These three variables were calculated based on the
downloaded remote sensing environmental data. The ocean front detection algorithm
based on chlorophyll and sea surface temperature satellite images proposed by Belkin and
O’Reilly [27] was applied to compute the SSTf. Thermocline depth was calculated based on
the variable representative isotherm method, as recommended by Fiedler [28]:

therm = T(mld)− 0.25[T(mld)− tem400], T(mld) = tem − 0.8 (1)

where T(mld) is the temperature at the depth of the mixed layer, tem is the temperature at
the sea surface, and tem400 is the temperature at a depth of 400 metres.

EKE =
1
2

(
U2 +V2

)
(2)

2.3. Geographic and Topographic Variables

Studies have shown that fishing operations are related to the distance to shore (DSH)
and distance to port (DPT), as well as bathymetry (depth) [7]. In this paper, these three
statistical variables were selected as model input variables. The above statistical variables
were downloaded from https://globalfishingwatch.org/data-download/ (accessed on 6
January 2022).

2.4. Data Processing

FE is detected and calculated, as hours of fishing, for individual fishing gear. We
filtered the GFW FE estimates spatially to select only tuna purse seine events in the WPCO.
The FE data were those constrained only to locations that had > 0 fishing hours. We focused
on the monthly environmental variability of the distribution of the fishing effort. The
raw daily FE information available at a resolution of 0.1◦ degrees was converted into a
monthly average, and 12 monthly environmental niche models were constructed based
on each month’s environmental data. Presence was defined as positions where the FE > 0.
Pseudoabsence points were randomly sampled from the background by the models. Three

https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=com_csw&task=results
https://globalfishingwatch.org/data-download/
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different spatial scales (0.25◦ × 0.25◦, 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ and 1◦ × 1◦) were used to compare spatial
scale effects. The data from 2015 to 2019 were used as the training dataset, and the data
from 2020 were used to test the prediction ability of the model’s data. The spatial and
temporal resolutions of the input variable data were processed to match the FE data.

If a high correlation exists among environmental variables, their percent contributions
should be interpreted with caution. If environmental variables are correlated, their marginal
response curves can be misleading [29]. The variance inflation factor (VIF) and kappa
coefficient were calculated to evaluate the multicollinearity of the environmental variables.
The larger the VIF and kappa coefficient are, the greater the possibility of collinearity
between the independent variables. If the VIF exceeds 10 or the kappa coefficient is greater
than 100, the regression model has multicollinearity. In this study, a regression model was
established between the 22 environmental factors and the FE, and the VIF score and kappa
coefficient were calculated. We eliminated multicollinearity by deleting related variables to
reduce the VIF and kappa coefficient values.

2.5. MaxEnt Model Construction

MaxEnt software version 3.4.4 was used to perform the analyses in this paper. The
environment layer comprised the monthly average of each month from 2015 to 2019
converted into an ESRI ASCII grid format. Twelve models were established, one for each
month, to examine seasonal changes. The monthly average environmental layer of each
month in 2020 was used as the projection layer to calculate the habitat suitability index
(HSI) value in 2020. All the models were constructed based on the default setting for
the regularization parameter. The number of background points (BPs) was 10,000 for
the 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ and 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolutions, and 100,000 for the 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ spatial
resolution. The maximum number of iterations was 500, and automatic features were
selected. A regularization multiplier was also introduced, to reduce overfitting. The
background points were selected from the geographical space by default and treated as
pseudoabsences. A response curve was established, and a jack-knife test was used to obtain
alternate assessments of which variables were the most important in the model, and a
response curve was used to plot the distribution map of the probability of occurrence of
purse seine fishing operations in the function of the environmental variables. The presence
data were randomly split into 75% training and 25% validation points for each month of
the models. The training dataset was used to fit the models, and the validation dataset was
used to validate the performance of the models.

2.6. Model Selection and Validation

The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
of the validation dataset was used to evaluate the goodness of fit of the MaxEnt models [30].
The AUC value ranged from 0 to 1. The performance of the model was demonstrated by the
high value of the AUC, in which a value greater than 0.7 was considered to be indicative
of a useful model [30]. The validation of the best-fitting monthly models was applied to
calculate the HSIs during 2015–2019 and 2020. The spatial maps were plotted by overlaying
the actual fishing operation locations to deduce their prediction ability.

3. Results
3.1. Multicollinearity

A regression model was established between the 22 environmental factors and the FE
to calculate the VIF values of each variable and the kappa coefficient value. The original
kappa coefficient was 459, and the maximum VIF was 39.91, derived from the thermocline
(Table S2), which suggested a high multicollinearity among the 22 independent variables.
The correlations between the thermocline and SST, Chl and PP, and T200 and S200 were
high, as their correlation coefficient values were greater than 0.9. The thermocline, Chl and
T200 were deleted due to their VIF values. Then, all the remaining VIF values were smaller
than 5.4, and the kappa coefficient was smaller than 50.
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3.2. Modelling Performance

The AUC values for all months based on the WCPFC and FE data at the spatial scales
of 0.25◦ and 0.5◦were greater than 0.8 (Table 1), which suggested that the performance of
all the models was very good. The AUC value of the model constructed based on fishing
effort data at a 1◦ spatial resolution was still above 0.7. These models are still considered to
have high predictive power, although there were models with higher resolution. The AUC
values based on the EF data were greater as the spatial resolution increased. The results
derived from fishery data were similar to the FE data at 1◦and 0.5◦ scales, and inferior at
0.25◦ spatial scales.

Table 1. Summary statistics derived from different models.

Scale Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0.25◦
AUC 0.888 0.885 0.879 0.882 0.879 0.878 0.901 0.898 0.902 0.881 0.881 0.880
SD 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

0.5◦
AUC 0.857 0.854 0.858 0.855 0.850 0.850 0.884 0.875 0.879 0.861 0.862 0.863
SD 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

1◦
AUC 0.801 0.795 0.783 0.788 0.786 0.775 0.828 0.809 0.829 0.792 0.800 0.807
SD 0.011 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.011

3.3. Relative Importance of Environmental Factors

The average importance of each variable calculated based on the training data set
for each model is shown in Table 2 and Figure S4. The contribution of each factor in each
month of the four models is listed in Tables S3–S6. The jack-knife test results of the variable
importance derived for each model are shown in Figures S5–S8. The contribution of each
factor in each month differed for each model (Tables S3–S6). The SST, T100, PP and O100
always had high average scores in the four models, except those based on 1◦ EF data, which
contributed significantly to the training of the model (Table 2 and Figure S4). The average
contribution rates of the O200, DSH, EKE, Mld, Dox, SSS, S100 and S200 exceeded 1%,
indicating that these variables had a moderate impact on the distribution of purse seine
tuna fleet, while other variables had little effect. The green bars of the important variables
above in the jack-knife graph did not exceed the red bar each month, indicating that all the
useful information was not already contained in the other variables (Figures S5–S8).

Table 2. The average contributions of the environmental variables to the Maxent model.

Variable GFW_0.25◦ GFW_0.5◦ GFW_1◦ WCPFC

DPT 0.37 0.29 0.49 0.53
DSH 4.41 2.65 0.01 1.20
EKE 4.00 3.51 1.81 2.38

Chl100 0.69 0.77 0.59 1.23
Chl200 0.93 0.96 0.78 0.99
depth 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.42
Mld 2.19 2.50 0.75 3.09
Dox 1.84 1.30 2.13 1.92
O100 15.74 23.95 6.69 16.84
O200 4.08 4.20 31.08 3.94

PP 23.51 19.58 27.58 16.71
PP100 0.92 1.03 2.54 5.24
PP200 1.04 0.98 1.06 1.44
S100 1.07 1.24 2.95 1.39
S200 2.28 1.35 2.47 2.01
SSH 0.70 0.48 0.64 1.28
SSS 2.04 2.16 2.18 1.19
SST 15.83 12.53 5.06 19.27
SSTf 0.10 0.28 0.17 1.07
T100 17.49 19.88 10.45 15.15

U 0.45 0.14 0.33 2.49
V 0.22 0.13 0.16 0.22
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3.4. Purse Seine Tuna Distribution in Relation to Important Environmental Variables

The response curves for the important variables each month, resulting from the four
models, are shown in Figures S9–S12. Overall, the probability of the occurrence of tuna
purse seine vessels increased as SST exceeded 28 degrees C; however, when SST was lower
than 26 ◦C, the probability of occurrence tended towards zero probability (Figure S9). The
response of tuna purse seine fleets to T100 was similar to that of the SST. The purse seine
tuna fleet did not appear in areas where the T100 was below 24 ◦C in most months, and
were more likely to appear in areas where the T100 was greater than 26 ◦C (Figure S9).

There was a difference in the influence curve of the O100 on the probability of the
occurrence of the purse seine tuna fleet each month when the spatial scale was lower than
0.5◦. Meanwhile, the distribution showed consistency when the spatial scale was 0.25◦.
The probability was higher in areas where the O100 was less than 250 m mol/m3 in each
month when the spatial scale was 0.25◦. In some months, purse seine tuna fleets were more
likely to occur in the 200–250 mmol/m3 area when the spatial scale was lower than 0.5◦.

The influence curve of the PP based on the FE data was different than that based on
the commercial fishery data. The probability of occurrence of the purse seine tuna fleet
presented a logarithmic function distribution. From 0 to 5 mg·m−3·day−1, the probability
of occurrence of the purse seine tuna fleet increased sharply based on both the FE and
commercial fishery data. However, the probability decreased after 5 mg·m−3·day−1.

The occurrence locations of the purse seine tuna fleet were mostly located in areas
where the SST and T100 were greater than 28 ◦C and 25 ◦C, respectively. The subsurface
dissolved oxygen was relatively low near the equator in the WCPO. Conversely, the PP
was higher near the equator. Purse seine tuna fleets were mainly located in this area
(Figure 2). The frequency distributions based on the FE data and commercial fishery data
were similar (Figures S13–S16). The frequency results showed that the preferred purse seine
tuna fleet ranges for SST, T100, O100 and PP were 28–31 ◦C (98.34%), 26–30 ◦C (94.5%),
190–250 mmol/m−3 (78.06%) and 0–10 mg·m−3·day−1 (92.45%), respectively, based on FE
data at a 0.25 spatial scale (Figure S13).
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3.5. Prediction of Habitat Suitability

The monthly HSI map of 2015–2019 and the predicted map of 2020 are shown in
Figures S17–S24. The monthly HSI spatial distributions of 2015–2019 based on FE data
and commercial fishery data were similar. The monthly HSI map of 2015–2019 was mainly
distributed near the equator and had little seasonal change. The high-value habitat area in
the Southern Hemisphere shrank towards the equator in terms of latitude and extended
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westward from January to July. The high value area in the Southern Hemisphere habitat
reached the equator, and its zonal coverage area was the narrowest in July. Subsequently,
the high-value areas of the Southern Hemisphere habitats extended south and west until
December, when the zonal coverage of the high-value areas reached the widest value of the
year. The purse seine tuna fleet mainly appeared in areas with a habitat index greater than
0.6 from 2015 to 2019.

The spatial distribution of the suitability index predicted by the model based on FE
data was different from that of the model based on commercial fishery data, and both
showed an obvious variation in 2020. The spatial distributions of the predicted HSIs were
similar at the 0.25 and 0.5◦ spatial scales based on FE data; the high value area gradually
extended westward from January to June, and the absolute value of the habitat suitability
index gradually increased. The lowest habitat suitability index value was found in July. The
absolute value and coverage area of the habitat suitability index from August to December
gradually increased again. There was no obvious pattern of predicted HSI at the 1◦ spatial
scale, based on either FE data or commercial fishery data. However, the high value coverage
area based on FE was greater than that based on commercial fishery data each month. The
purse seine tuna fleets were mainly located in the high value area of the habitat suitability
index each month at the 0.25◦ spatial scales, but that was not always the case in the model
based on commercial fishery data.

4. Discussion
4.1. MaxEnt Model Construction

The traditional purse seine fishing area was considered the study area in this paper.
The location of tuna purse seine fishing was concentrated at 15◦ S—15◦ N. In addition to
this zonal area, there were scattered fishing points. There were 1516 pixels (excluding land,
EEZs and MPAs) in the region (130◦–210◦ E; 15◦ S–15◦ N). There were an average of 846 FE
positions in this area. Considering the selection of background points (pseudoabsence
points) at a 1◦ spatial scale, the latitude range of this paper was 20◦ S–20◦ N. There were
EEZs and MPAs in this area, and most of the fishing points were in the EEZs. To negate
the bias effect of the MPAs and EEZs as background points (BPs), the EEZs and MPAs in
which fishing was prohibited were masked in this paper. However, the results from the
models with these zones masked showed that there was little difference between models
with masked data and those without masked data (Tables S7 and S8). The MaxEnt model
did not select sample data from the EEZs and MPAs location when they was included in
study area when there was no fishing activity. The similar sample data location suggests
that the EEZs and MPAs did not bring model bias.

Some researchers [31] suggest that the default number of BPs is insufficient for a
representative analysis of the variability of natural factors over a wide area. If the BP
sample includes all the landscape possibilities, it would be sufficient for analysing the
distribution properties of natural factors. Therefore, different BPs were set at different
scales in this paper. There were 44,094, 11,235 and 2946 pixels (excluding land, EEZs and
MPAs) at 0.25◦, 0.5◦ and 1◦ spatial scales, respectively. At minimum, more than 40% of
cells used in the analysis can represent all of the variety of combinations of natural factors
in the study area. The number of BPs set in this paper were sufficient. Twelve models
were established which could limit the amount of data that go into each model, especially
if the fishing effort had high temporal intra-annual variability. However, the FE data in
each month at each spatial scale were sufficient to cover the fishing grounds and had low
temporal intra-annual variability (Figures S17–S24).

A correction layer was not applied in constructed models, but the output of models
show that the locations of the training and testing data sets selected by the software were
all near to the presences data (Figures S25–S28). The figures suggest that the background
points were not randomly selected from the geographical space by the software, since the
sample data and presence data had similar bias, so then sampling bias is negligible for this
choice of background.
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This study described the distribution of the purse seine tuna fleet as characterised by
a set of environmental and statistical variables. Some of these variables (e.g., sea surface
temperature, sea surface height, geostrophic currents, salinity, and chlorophyll-a) have
been used in previous tuna habitat and distribution studies, but descriptions of habitat
preferences based on other variables (e.g., MLD, PP, Dox, DSH, and DPT) are rarely found
in the literature. The results showed that Dox and PP were two important variables, and a
third dimension relating to the vertical positions of tuna also needs to be incorporated in
the models.

Fisheries data have been criticized for being biased because the CPUE may not accu-
rately reflect the population abundance due to changes in fishing practices, the efficiency of
the fleet or environmental effects on catchability, among other factors [32,33]. For example,
a fishery population may actually exist even where there is no catch, due to failures of the
tuna purse seine vessel operations. The fishing intensity information is also related to the
fishing efficiency and power of the fishing fleet. The FE information indicates the presence
locations of the tuna population, regardless of the success or failure of the fishing vessels.
The tuna occurrence records derived from the FE and commercial fishery data were used to
fit the MaxEnt models in this paper.

MaxEnt models are promising tools that have been verified prior to other species
distribution models [34]. Melo-Merino et al. [25] counted published papers on marine
ENMs and SDEs from 1990 to 2016 and stated that the MaxEnt was the most frequently
used method, far exceeding other machine learning and statistical models, and has been
proven to be superior to other niche models. We used MaxEnt models to relate the fishing
locations in the WCPO to environmental conditions and evaluated the model performance.

The AUCs were higher than 0.8 for the models in all months (except at the 1◦ spatial
scale) based on the FE data, which suggested that the models were in good agreement with
the testing data. Predicted potential habitat suitability maps at high spatial resolutions
also showed better spatial matches with actual fishing positions. However, three envi-
ronmental variables (sea surface chlorophyll, temperature at 200 metres and thermocline)
were excluded from the MaxEnt model due to collinearity issues. It should be noted that
these three environmental variables had important effects on the purse seine tuna fishery
distribution in previous studies [34]. The effects of these three environmental variables
were represented by other factors included in the MaxEnt model.

4.2. Spatial Scale Effects

Spatial scale has always been an important factor in ecological research. The AUC
values were greater as the spatial resolution increased based on the EF data. The AUC
values based on the FE data showed that the results at the 0.5◦ spatial scale were comparable
to those of the model constructed based on commercial fishery data.

Except for the model constructed based on the FE data at a 1◦ spatial precision, the
AUC values of all the other models in all months were higher than 0.8, indicating that the
models were in good agreement with the testing data. The AUC values showed that the
model results based on fishing effort data under spatial accuracies of 0.25◦ were better than
other models. Fishing effort data with a spatial accuracy higher than 0.5◦ can be used to
analyse the relationship between the tuna fishery and the environment in the WCPO.

The response curves for the important environmental variables between different
spatial scales presented little change. This suggest that the fisheries have similar responses
to the environment at different spatial scales. This may be due to the study area covering
the entire WCPO. Previous studies have showed that the environmental preference changes
at different spatial investigated scales [7,11,12]. The spatial overlay map showed a blank
area near the coastline of Papua Guinea Island due to the coarse spatial resolution, but
there were fish catch data located in this area. The HSI map resulting from the high
spatial resolution data showed that the HSI values were high in this area. This suggests
that commercial fishery data at the 1◦ spatial scale are not suitable for small-scale spatial
analysis. High-resolution fishing effort data were a suitable substitute in fine scale fishery
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resource management. The prediction overlay map based on the commercial fishery data
showed that there were many fishing positions located in low HSI areas from January to
May. In contrast, the fishing positions were more consistent with the high HSI based on
high-resolution FE data. This may be due to the potential relationship information being
captured by the model with high spatial FE data, while it was smoothed with low spatial
commercial data. This suggest that the results based on high-resolution FE data are more
reliable in fisheries planning.

4.3. The Contribution of Environmental Factors

The predicted HSI maps show seasonal variation based on FE, and commercial fishery
data showed seasonal variation, which mainly is caused by ocean environmental changes
each month, especially in the most important environmental variables. The results showed
that the SST, T100, O100 and PP were the most important environmental variables impact-
ing the purse seine tuna fleet. The purse seine tuna vessels primarily target small skipjack
(Katsuwonus pelamis), yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) and bigeye tuna (T. obesus).
The four important variables above reflect the physiological and ecological habits of these
targeted tuna [35] and influence the distribution of the purse seine tuna fleet. The species
above can swim fast and deep, and usually display distinctive daily depth distributions
and vertical movement patterns [36–39]. The daytime swimming depth of tuna has been de-
tected with FADs and shows that tuna occasionally dive to approximately 100 m or deeper,
while catches by a tuna purse seine fleet are usually in shallower (<100 m) waters [40].
Although tuna have a unique physiological feature that allows them to tolerate low ambient
temperature and oxygen levels for a short period of time [41], both sea temperature and
dissolved oxygen have a strong impact on the biological processes of tunas and determine
their spatial distribution [42,43]. This is especially true for small tuna that have a lower sea
temperature and dissolved oxygen tolerance. Therefore, the subsurface water temperature
and dissolved oxygen have important effects on purse seine tuna fleet.

The swimming depth and spatial distribution of tuna are regulated by temperature and
dissolved oxygen [42,43]. If their potential vertical habitat is compressed in the upper layer,
pelagic fish populations will have an increased vulnerability to purse seine tuna vessels [44].
The spatial distribution of the tuna eventually influences the surface gear distribution [45].
Dear et al. [43] characterized the potential vertical habitat of four important tuna species
using comfort values for temperature and dissolved oxygen, and found that tuna were
restricted to depths below 100 m between 5◦ S and 10◦ N, and noted that a low dissolved
oxygen level was a more important factor than water temperature in restricting the vertical
movement of tuna. Changes in the water structure associated with climate change may
also influence their vertical distribution [42,45], and eventually impact their catchability by
surface gear.

However, dissolved oxygen is rarely used to describe tuna habitat and distribution
habitat preferences compared with water temperature. Another variable, PP, was also
rarely examined in previous studies but showed an important effect in the MaxEnt model.
Prey is also an important factor that affects the spatial and vertical distribution of tuna [41].
The distinct swimming depth distribution of the tuna was driven by the vertical migrations
of their prey. The tuna characteristically descended to deep depths to prey on small
nektonic organisms (squid, euphausiids, and mesopelagic fish) of the DSL (deep scattering
layer) or SSL (sound scattering layer) after dawn [41]. Bigeye tuna forage in the DSL,
while skipjack and yellowfin tuna forage in the SSL [42]. Yen and Lu [21] have shown
that higher primary productivity also attracts tuna. Kroodsma et al. [11] also concluded
that primary productivity has an impact on the distribution of global fishing vessels.
Primary productivity supports the ecosystem and has an important influence on the food
sources, spawning habitats, survival rates, recruitment, and biomass of tuna [21]. Primary
productivity provides nutrients for zooplankton that attract tuna prey such as herrings,
anchovies, and sardines.
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4.4. Distribution of Vessel Operations in Relation to Environmental Variables

The spatial distributions of traditional fishing grounds are essentially concentrated
in the WCPO, in the westward domain of the dateline and close to the warm-pool area
(Figure S3). Skipjack tuna was the dominant target species of the purse seine fishery,
followed by yellowfin tuna [46]. Skipjack tuna follow a brief route to the south for spawning
and retreat to the north during the summer. FE extended south to the Solomon Islands in
quarters one and four, and they withdrew from the south in quarters two and three in both
datasets [21].

The average annual contribution rate of four important variables accounts for more
than 70% of the findings, which suggests that the distribution of purse seine tuna fleet in
the WCPO is mainly related to the four important variables. The operation locations of
purse seine tuna vessels were near the equator in the western and central Pacific Ocean,
which corresponds with the log data [47]. Tuna are likely to appear in areas where the SST
and water temperature at 100 m exceed 28 ◦C and 26 ◦C, respectively, which is consistent
with the results of [48]. We did not consider the impact of climate change in this paper, but
the results also suggested a clear geographic and water temperature overlap between the
preferred habitat of the main tuna species [40] and a suitable fishing habitat for pelagic purse
seine fleets in the WCPO. This supports the reasonable use of the fishing vessel trajectory.

The purse seine tuna fleet did not appear in areas with maximum dissolved oxygen,
which may be related to the water temperature and PP. In areas with maximum dissolved
oxygen, the water temperature and PP were relatively low. Meanwhile, the purse seine tuna
fleet did not occur in the area where the dissolved oxygen was too low (Figure 2). A lower
dissolved oxygen may drive the target species to swim to a moderate dissolved oxygen
area where the temperature and PP are suitable. Primary productivity provides nutrients
for phytoplankton, has indirect relationships with the foraging distribution, and affects the
predators. The productive area may correspond to oceanic fronts in the region, represented
by ambient phytoplankton. Areas with large PP values are more attractive to prey, which
means that tuna prefer to aggregate there and draw vessel fishing to these areas.

5. Conclusions

In this study, MaxEnt models were constructed to evaluate the influence of environ-
mental factors on tuna purse seine fishing activity. The results showed that the FE data
with a spatial resolution higher than 0.25◦ are suitable to analyse the relationship between
the purse seine tuna fishery and the environment in the WCPO, and can provide forecasts
for fishing ground distributions based on future remote sensing environmental data. The
SST, T100, O100 and PP were the most important environmental variables impacting the
purse seine tuna fleet. The average annual contribution rate of four important variables
was more than 70%. The probability of occurrence of tuna purse seine vessels increased as
SST and T100 became higher. The probability was higher in areas where the O100 was less
than 250 m mol/m3, and then sharply decreased. Conversely, a logarithmic function distri-
bution was presented which relates to PP. The frequency results showed that the preferred
purse seine tuna fleet ranges for SST, T100, O100 and PP were 28–31 ◦C (98.34%), 26–30 ◦C
(94.5%), 190–250 mmol/m–3 (78.06%) and 0–10 mg·m–3·day–1 (92.45%), respectively, based
on FE data at a 0.25 spatial scale.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/fishes8020078/s1, Figure S1: The fishing effort and number of fishing
vessels during 2012-2020;Figure S2: The spatial distribution of MPA and EEZ locations; Figure S3: The
spatial distribution of commercial fishery data during 2015-2020;Figure S4: The average importance
scores for different MaxEnt models; Figure S5: Jackknife test results of the variable importance derived
for each month in the GFW_0.25◦ model. The blue and green bars correspond to the effect on model
gained by using and sequentially removing each variable from the model, respectively; Figure S6:
Jackknife test results of the variable importance derived for each month in the GFW_0.5◦ model. The
blue and green bars correspond to the effect on model gained by using and sequentially removing
each variable from the model, respectively; Figure S7: Jackknife test results of the variable importance
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derived for each month in the GFW_1◦ model. The blue and green bars correspond to the effect
on model gained by using and sequentially removing each variable from the model, respectively;
Figure S8: Jacknife test results of variable importance derived for each month in the WPFCF model.
The blue and green bars correspond to the effect on model gained by using and sequentially removing
each variable from the model, respectively; Figure S9: Response curves for important variables in all
months in the GFW_0.25◦ model; Figure S10: Response curves for important variables in all months
in the GFW_0.5◦ model; Figure S11: Response curves for important variables in all months in the
GFW_1◦ model; Figure S12: Response curves for important variables in all month in the WPCFC
model; Figure S13: Frequency distribution of important variables based on EF data at the 0.25◦ spatial
scale; Figure S14: Frequency distribution of important variables based on EF data at the 0.5◦ spatial
scale; Figure S15: Frequency distribution of important variables based on EF data at the 1◦ spatial
scale; Figure S16: Frequency distribution of important variables based on commercial fishery data
at the 1◦ spatial scale; Figure S17:The spatial distribution of fishing locations (black dots) overlain
on habitat suitability maps for each month during 2015-2019 in the GFW_0.25◦ model; Figure S18:
The spatial distribution of fishing locations (black dots) overlain on habitat suitability maps for each
month in 2020 in the GFW_0.25◦ model; Figure S19:The spatial distribution of fishing locations (black
dots) overlain on habitat suitability maps for each month during 2015-2019 in the GFW_0.5◦ model;
Figure S20:The spatial distribution of fishing locations (black dots) overlain on habitat suitability
maps for each month in 2020 in the GFW_0.5◦ model; Figure S21:The spatial distribution of fishing
locations (black dots) overlain on habitat suitability maps for each month during 2015-2019 in the
GFW_1◦ model; Figure S22: The spatial distribution of fishing data locations (black dots) overlain
on habitat suitability maps for each month in 2020 in the GFW_1◦ model; Figure S23: The spatial
distribution of fishery data locations (black dots) overlain on habitat suitability maps for each month
during 2015–2019 based on fishery data; Figure S24: The spatial distribution of fishery locations (black
dots) overlain on habitat suitability maps for each month in 2020 based on fishery data; Figure S25:
The spatial distribution of sample data in the GFW_0.25◦ model based on FE data. Red dots show
the presence locations used for training, while violet dots show test locations; Figure S26:The spatial
distribution of sample data in the GFW_0.5◦ model based on FE data. Red dots show the presence
locations used for training, while violet dots show test locations; Figure S27: The spatial distribution
of sample data in the GFW_1◦ model based on FE data. Red dots show the presence locations used
for training, while violet dots show test locations; Figure S28: The spatial distribution of sample data
in the GFW_1◦ model based on fishery data. Red dots show the presence locations used for training,
while violet dots show test locations; Table S1: Summary of environmental data and description;
Table S2: Summary of VIF statistics; Table S3: Contribution of each factor in each month for the
GFW_0.25◦ model; Table S4: Contribution of each factor in each month for the GFW_0.5◦ model;
Table S5: Contribution of each factor in each month for the GFW_1◦ model; Table S6: Contribution of
each factor in each month for the WPCFC model; Table S7: Summary statistics derived from different
models without mask; Table S8: The relative average contributions of the variables to the Maxent
model without masks.
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